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Abst rac t - -Suppose  the parametric form of a curve is not known, but only a set of observations. 
Quadrature formulae can be used to integrate a function only known from a set of data points. 
However, the results will be unreliable if the data contains measurement errors (noise). The method 
presented here fits an even degree piecewise polynomial to the data where all the data points are 
being used as knot points and the smoothing parameter is optimal for the indefinite integral of the 
curve which happens to be a smoothing spline. After the smoothing parameter has been chosen, this 
approach is less computationally expensive than fitting a smoothing spline and integrating. 
Keywords- -Smooth ing  spline, Kalman filter, Fixed-interval, Discrete-time smoother, Interpola- 
tion smoother. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If  you did not know the function to integrate, but have values of it specified at four or more 
dyl ), data points, say (tl,-37- " " ,  (tn, ~) ,  where dd~t~ denotes -~t evaluated at ti, then quadrature 
formulae like that in [1] can be used to evaluate the definite integral fttf dYd( ~ dx. The implicit 
assumption made is that the data dd-~t~,..., ~ at the data points t l , . . . ,  tn contain no errors. 
This is not usually the case when data is observed. It is not possible to evaluate fit1 dYd( ~ dz 
at a point t not equaling a data point using quadrature formulae, but in the case of [1] only to 
t = ti, i = 4,. . .  ,n and the information at the data points ti+l to tn is not utilised. 
One approach to integrating data that is noisy is to fit a smoothing spline to the data and then 
integrate it using the initial conditions that the integrals from ti to ti, i = 1 , . . . ,  n are zero. The 
smoothing parameter is optimal for the smoothing spline fitted and not its indefinite integral, 
smoothing will occur. This approach does permit the calculation of I = fttl if(x) dx at so over 
points t not equal to data points and does utilise all the data unlike the quadrature approach. 
Implicit is the assumption that the data can be decomposed as ~ = ff(ti) + ci, ei ~" N(0, a2), 
i = 1 , . . . ,  n, where the ei's are independent. 
The approach presented here has the indefinite integral being a smoothing spline and the 
smoothing parameter is optimal for the indefinite integral. This approach also permits the evalu- 
ations of definite integrals from tl to t where t does not need to coincide with a data point. The 
amount of work to get from the piecewise curve of degree 2p-  2 with 2p-  3 continuous derivatives 
fitted to the data to the definite integral I = f t if(x) dx is negligible, unlike the approach above. 
2. INTEGRATING NOISY  DATA 
Assume that the data ( t l , y l ) , . . . ,  (tl,y,~) are observed and not (tl, ~d-~t ) , ' " ,  (tn, dd-~t~ ) for the 
time being. A smoothing spline is the solution to the problem of minimizing the following 
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functional: 
t~z 
i=1 t l  
over f where the data is assumed to be decomposed as 
O) 
y,=f(t , )+c~, c i ' -N(0 ,  a2),  i=1  . . . .  ,n. 
The resultant curve is a piecewise polynomial of degree 2p - 1 with 2p - 2 continuous derivatives. 
Wecker and Ansley [2] presented a stochastic formulation of the smoothing spline utilising a 
result by Wahba [3]. She showed that the polynomial smoothing spline is the solution to the 
stochastic differential equation 
dP XdtP = av~ ~tt ' 
where w(t) is a Wiener process (see, for example, [4]) with unit dispersion parameter, A = 1/tt 
and x(tl) = Ix(t1),.. .  ,x(P-1)(tl)]T has a diffuse prior (i.e., ~(t l)  "-~ N(0,72I )  and 72 --~ co). 
The solution is 
x(t) = lim z(t l n ). 
~2--~00 
The quantity x(t I n) is the expected value of x(t) conditioned on the data yl, . . . ,yn. The 
stochastic differential equation can be written in the matrix companion form 
where x(t) E ~P. The fundamental matrix solution of the associated homogeneous differential 
equation denoted by T(ti, tl) has its (j, k) th element given by 
0, j>k ,  
T(ti, tl)jk = (ti - t l)  k- j  
, j < k. 
The observations can be formulated as a signal plus noise model 
yi=eTx~+ei ,  e i~ N(O, a2), (3) 
where xi = x(ti), the notation ej is used to denote a p-vector having all zeros except for a one 
in the j th position and equation (2) can be written recursively as 
xi = T~x~_~ + ui, (4) 
for i = 2, . . .  ,n where Ti is the abbreviation for T(ti,t~-l), ui is the abbreviation for u(ti,t~-l) 
which is normally distributed with zero mean, and covariance a2)~(ti, ti-1) where 
~l(t~, ti-1) = / T(ti, S)epeTpT(t~, s)T ds. (5) 
Note that ~ti will be now be used as the abbreviation for ~(ti,ti-1). 
The dimension of all vector quantities is p unless denoted otherwise, and the elements are 
real. These equations can be written in matrix form and a likelihood can be associated with the 
noise vector. This likelihood can be maximized to find the optimal smoothing parameter ), after 
conditioning on a 2. Wecker and Ansley [2] avoided working explicitly with the diffuse prior by 
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obtaining an estimate of the initial state vector in a least squares context and setting the covari- 
ance of the initial state vector to be the zero matrix (this corresponds to having no information). 
The Kalman filter is used as a computational tool in the search for the smoothing parameter. 
The Kalman filter, fixed-interval, discrete-time smoother, and interpolation smoother axe imple- 
mented on the state space formulation (3) and (4) to obtain x(t ] n), and hence, the smoothing 
spline and its first p -  1 derivatives evaluated at t; that is, w(t [ n) = [f(t), f ' ( t ) , . . . ,  f (P-1)(t)]  T. 
Numerically stable and efficient algorithms for these recursions can be found in [5-8]. 
Osborne and Prvan [6] generalised Wecker and Ansley's [2] stochastic setup to produce a family 
of curves that included smoothing splines as a special case. The setup used was 
Yi = h T x~ + ci, (6) 
x~ = Tix~-i + u~, (7) 
where ei is normally distributed with zero mean and variance a2, and u~ is normally distributed 
with zero mean and covaxiance a2Afti. The vector quantities belong to ~P and the matrix Fti is 
given by 
t~ 
gti = f T(ti, s)VT(t~, s)T ds, 
ti-1 
where V : ~P --~ ~P is semipositive definite. The relevant recursions to obtain A and x(t ] n) axe 
performed now, using (6) and (7) as the the state space formulation instead of (3) and (4). If a 
diffuse prior is used explicitly (i.e., set x(tt) = 0 and Silo = 72Ip; note that Ip here denotes the 
p × p identity matrix, where 7 is chosen to be some large number like 10,000, which from practice 
works), then the curve fitted is 
hTT(t, t l)x(tl ln), t <t l ,  
f(t) = hTx(  t I n), ti <_ t < t,~, 
h-rT(t,t,~)x(t,~ In), t > t,~. 
Here, generalized cross validation or maximum likelihood estimation of a modified likelihood can 
be used to obtain the smoothing parameter. An efficient algorithm for generalized cross validation 
can be found in [9]. Note that x(ti  I n) = 0. When the diffuse prior is dealt with implicitly, the 
curve fitted is 
I hTT(t, tl)&, t < tl, 
f(t) = hTT(t, tl), & + hq-z(t I n), ti <_ t <_ tn, 
hTT(t, tl) & + h'rT(t, tn)z(tn I n), t > tn, 
where & is the estimate of the initial state vector. The estimate of the initial state vector along 
with its covariance being set to the zero matrix is used to initiate the Kalman Filter. The notation 
z(t I n) is used instead of x(t I n) to indicate that different initial conditions have been used. 
Refer to [2] for more details. In [6l, the quantities V and h were shown to have a role to play in 
the resultant continuity properties of the curve fitted. What was not discussed is that h also has 
a role to play in determining the degree of the polynomial being fitted with the maximum degree 
possible being 2p-  1. 
The derivative of a polynomial smoothing spline of degree 2p - 1 is the second element of 
the state vector in the stochastic formulation of the smoothing spline; that is, eT2x(t I n). Now 
consider the data (tl, d~ .. (t~, d_~ dt J," , dt ,, at the data point t~ the observation equation can be 
expressed as 
dyi = eT2xi + , ' N (O, cr '2) 
d--t- Q, Q ~ , (8) 
where x~ still obeys the relationship 
Xi = T ix i -1  + ui ,  u i  '~' N(O,  er2Af~i), (9) 
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for i = 2 . . . .  , n and gti is given by equation (5). If the covariance of ui was now thought of as 
cd2)~t~i, then we could proceed as Osborne and Prvan [6] to produce a polynomial of degree 2p-2  
with 2p - 3 continuous derivatives. The curve being fitted is e-~x(t I n) when the diffuse prior 
is used explicitly and dd-~t~,i = 1,. . .  ,n are the data points. The first element of the smoothed 
state vector x(t I n) will give an integral of the curve being fitted from ti to t. We can get an 
idea of what the family of curves that solves the differential equation ~t = f ' ( t )  looks like. The 
smoothing parameter is optimal for the integral and not for the curve fitted to the data. 
If the Wecker and Ansley [2] approach is used to obtain the optimal smoothing parameter, 
then when solving for the initial state vector, the associated matrix will be rank deficient by 1. 
The system of equations to solve 
L-1 
is of the form 
e~T(!2,t l )  
e~T(tn,ti) 
dt 
a=L_ i  • . 
The matrix L is the square root of the covariance matrix associated with the state space formu- 
lation (8) and (9) being written in matrix form. The first column of the matrix above contains 
all zeros. The system of equations can be solved by a singular value decomposition, where 
c~ = az(ti). The calculations can be simplified by applying a permutation which swaps the first 
column with the last and then doing least squares. When applying Householder matrices to the 
permuted system of equations, the system can be transformed to upper triangular form with the 
last column of the influence matrix all zeros, the least squares olution is obtained by setting the 
pth element o zero (which corresponds to the first element in the original setup) and solving for 
the other p - 1 elements. This is called the basic solution, and in this special case, corresponds 
to the singular value decomposition solution because of the zeroes to the right. The residual sum 
of squares is just the sum of the squares of the last n-p elements on the right-hand side. The 
estimate of the initial state vector will have a zero in the first position, which is consistent with 
the integral of the curve being fitted from tl to ti being zero. For further details on the singular 
value decomposition, see [10]. 
T in our state space formulation (6) and (7), we have a smoothing When h = ei and V = epep 
spline. If h = e2 is used instead, we are still minimizing the functional (1), but the curve we are 
fitting is an estimate of the data, ~ ,  i = 1 . . . .  ,n, given by f ' ( t ) ,  so the resultant curve is a 
polynomial of degree 2p - 2 with 2p - 3 continuous derivatives. When we are dealing with the 
diffuse prior explicitly, the first entry of x(t I n) gives the integral of if(t) from ti to t, and this 
integral is a smoothing spline. 
3. S IMULAT ION STUDY 
The function f'(t) = 3t2(t 2 + 1) - i  - 2t4(t 2 + 1) -2 was considered, which has indefinite integral 
t3(t 2 + 1) - i  +C.  The data ~ = f'(t~) +~i, ~ "~ N(0, ~2), i = 1 , . . . ,  25, were simulated 100 times 
for each a = 0.01, a = 0.1 and a -- 1.0 with the data points -3.8, -3.1,  -2.7, -2.5,  -1.9, -1.6,  
-1.1, -0.9,  -0.7, -0.4, -0.3, -0.2, -0.1, 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1.2, 1.8, 2.3, 2.9, 3.1, 3.5. For 
each value of a, the three approaches for obtaining an estimate of ft? f'(t) dt, and an estimate of 
the variability. The results are given below where method 1 is the Gill and Miller [1] quadrature 
method, method 2 is integrating a cubic smoothing spline that has been fitted to the data with 
the smoothing parameter chosen by generalised cross validation, and method 3 is that outlined 
in Section 2 using generalised cross validation to obtain the smoothing parameter (p = 2). The 
quantity ftt~ ]~(t) dt represents he approximation to ft? f'(t)dt for the jth simulated ata set for 
the a given. 
Noisy Data 
Table 1. Comparison of the three methods. 
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0.01 
0.10 
1.0 
25 
19 
13 
7 
25 
19 
13 
7 
25 
19 
13 
7 
max j~t~ if(t)dt - j~t~ /;(t) dt 
j J~; f'(t) dt × 100% 
Method 1 
2.96 % 
3.46 % 
6.42 % 
7.44 % 
29.5 % 
34.4 % 
64.2 % 
74.5 % 
Method 2 
1.56 % 
1.70 % 
2.71% 
2.66 % 
15.9 % 
17.1% 
27.1% 
26.5 % 
160% 
179% 
260% 
230% 
Method 3 
1.62% 
1.47% 
2.03% 
2.03% 
13.7 % 
15.4 % 
22.4 % 
19.1% 
147% 
145% 
227% 
195% 
100 
rlOO (Z; 2 
j=l  
295 % 
344 % 
642 % 
745 % 
Method 1 Method 2 
9.7 x 10 -3 1.2 x 10 -3 
3.7 x 10 -3 7.7 × 10 -4 
1.2 × 10 -2 1.6 × 10 -3 
1.1 × 10 -2 1.4 x 10 -3 
9.6 × 10 -1 1.9 × 10 -1 
3.7 × 10 -1 8.0 × 10 -2 
1.2 × l0 ° 1.5 × 10 -1 
1.1 x 10 ° 1.3 x 10 -1 
1.1 × l01 1.3 x 101 
3.7 × 101 8.2 x 10 ° 
1.2 x 102 1.3 × 101 
1.1 × 102 1.1 x 101 
Method 3 
1.9 x 10 -3 
5.9 x 10 -4 
8.6 × 10 -4 
9.1 x 10 -4 
1.3 X 10 -1 
6.6 X 10 -2 
1.0 x 10 - I  
8.6 X 10 -2 
i . i  × 101 
5.8 x I0 ° 
9.7 x 100 
7.1 x 100 
F rom Tab le  1, it can  be  seen that  the  quadrature  method a lways per fo rms poor ly  in compar i son  
w i th  the  o ther  two methods .  When the  noise is close to  zero (a  = 0.01), there  i sn ' t  much d i f ference 
between f i t t ing  a cub ic  smooth ing  spl ine to the  data  and  then  in tegrat ing  or us ing  the  method 
out l ined  in Sect ion  2. Th is  is cons is tent  w i th  the  tendency  to  in terpo la te  the  data .  When the  
noise is not i ceab le  and  the  s ignal  d i scernab le  (a  = 0.1), the  method out l ined  in Sect ion  2 is 
super io r .  When the  noise drowns  out  the  s ignal  (a  = 1.0), methods  2 and  3 are vast ly  super io r  
to  the  quadrature  method w i th  not  much di f ference between them.  Th is  is cons is tent  w i th  the  
tendency  to  over  smooth  the  data .  
Wi th  methods  2 and  3, the  main  computat iona l  effort is in obta in ing  the  smooth ing  parameter  
for the  data .  For  the  s imulat ions  car r ied  out ,  th i s  took  on  average 7.66 seconds  for method 2 and  
7.69 seconds  for method 3. For each s imulated  data  set, the  smooth ing  parameter  was searched 
for in the  in terva ls  (10 k, 10k+l) ,  k = - -6 , . . . ,  5. Once  the  smooth ing  parameter  has  been found,  
to  obta in  an  es t imate  of a def in i te  in tegra l  f rom t l  to  some speci f ied t took  on  average  0.0068 
seconds  for method 2 and  0.0046 seconds  for method 3. 
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